Many of our palm trees here at Mykonos are still with us. We as a complex are looking to a new and exciting future with work still being done to repair damages from Odile.

Tennis or Pickle Ball anyone? Isn’t that just beautiful? Our HOA president, Jim Renwick, proudly unlocked the door for the first couple to play on our newly renovated court. Keep it pretty by remembering to wear proper shoes.
Our annual February meeting had many active participants, attendance was high. Monies were approved to finish our new landscaping design. There are new umbrellas and two new large tables in the pool area. It was voted to allot funds for new upgraded pool furniture. The meeting was adjourned and everyone enjoyed our annual after meeting fiesta.

Thanks to Sharon Harrison, 202 B and Lennea Harker, 301C our staff received T-shirts that read Odile survivors 2014. Our staff worked from sun up to sun down for two weeks to help restore Mykonos. They were given extra pay for their dedication and hard work. Also thanks to generous owners they received monies to help them recover after Odile. I must comment that Los Cabos has done an outstanding job of rebuilding after this devastating event. Our staff is very special and very dedicated, we are blessed to have them.
Reminders

Please remember to recycle. Try to inform tenants about our recycle program.

Be a courteous neighbor, put pads on your furniture and try to keep noise levels down.

When you use the gym wear proper shoes and clothing. We do not want to see our machines ridden bare foot nor do we like to see our men with bare chests (the guys might like the girls that way, umm do not think that will happen!) Please wear appropriate clothing in the gym. The same goes for our beautiful tennis/pickle ball court. What is pickle ball? Pickle ball is a sport in which two or four players use solid paddles made of wood or composite materials to hit a perforated polymer ball, over a net.

Follow pool side rules and try to inform your tenants to do the same. We do not want to hear your boom box going day and night.

San Jose is changing. The government agencies are trying hard to watch after properties by requiring everyone to register their property this season. And hopefully things will be computerized. They are also putting car registration into the computer. These activities took more time this season, hopefully in the future they will require less time. Along with these changes are crack downs on certain laws that have not been highly enforced. One of those laws is the requirement to have a Mexican drivers license if you are driving a Mexican plated vehicle. If you need one check with your property manager.

I am sharing a bad ATM experience to hopefully keep others from this situation. I always use the ATM at a bank and usually during regular banking hours. I used my card one day at a local ATM, at a bank. It gave me NO money. The machine stated it was having difficulty reaching my bank and than that it was processing and after that to remove my card. I got no funds and no receipt. Dumb me I went back the next day and the same thing happened. Guess what, my checking account showed withdrawals for this money, that I never received. I contacted my bank up north and they will replace the funds. If this happens contact your bank at home immediately and inform them of the situation. I would highly suggest only using ATM machines at a bank and only during open bank hours. To be even safer get your money from a teller. I am not the only one who has experienced this using a bank machine, there have been many stories circulated. Be safe and enjoy your home away from home.